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1. Introduction

During studies in summer and fall 1977 on a broad range of halophytes
and their ion accumulation, we found many different types of strategies,
which enable plants to thrive in saline and arid situations. But in this
paper a quite different topic is dealt with: calculating the tirne-span for
salt-accumulation within a certain geographical area.

In Northeastem Central Iran, within the Türän Biosphere Reserve (see

fig. f) there are vast areas of sebkhas and takyrs ahnost without any
vegetation. These areas are girdled by a typical zonation, composed of
differing vegetation belts on mostly hammada stands, rvith verv vaiying
extensions, according to local conditions (for floristic details and general
remarks, see RtcHINGan 1977, FRntrec l97i).

One of these sebkha areas, the Sab-e Blär reuion, an independent hydro-
graphic area and thus a clearly delimited, endorheic hydrotope is taken
as example. The hvdrographic borderline is shown in fig. 1. The sebkha-
area in the center with an elevation of 1130 m has an area of 14.8 km2.
the surrounding hammada about 786 km2 and reaching an altitude of
2280 m at Sotor-Küh north of Sahl. For the calculations it is necessary
to make assumptions. There are several data, which are unknown
and only estimated values can thus be taken. The most important as-
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Fig. 1 Geographical situation of Sab-e Brär basin in NE-Iran, at the NE margin of
the Great Kavlr. The total of the hydrotope comprises 800 kmz. The southern
half of the hydrotope is part of the Türän Biosphere Reserve (TBR).

sumption is using precipitations as the main source of salts (always ex-
pressed as NaCl). These cyclic salts (WarsEr I972) are brought inland
from the sea over vast distances, as it was sho\ 'n by Trarln (1937) in
Australia. At distances beyond 20 km inland and as far as 1000 km or
more, salt concentrations in rainwater reach a steady level of 8-10 ppm
(EnxssoN 1958, Y,uloN 1963, YearoN /Louas 1970). Thus, salts of
maritime origin eventually form the primary and major source of salts
in rivers and wadies (CoNwev 1942, ANor,rsoN 1945, LoowsNceRr
1958). Analytical data of salt percentage in rainwater in Iran are scarce (see

postcript). It might be estimated an input of sodium chloride by rain at a

percentage range of 1-10 ppm. Salinization in Salr-e Biär sebkha is mod-
erate, it is regarded a natural process with no human interference. Most
probably in this area there is no source of salts from leaching fossil salt-
deposits within the hydrotope. In many other parts of the Kavlr basin,
however, where miocene marl-, gypsum- and salt layers are found, salt
leaching processes play a major role (GennlEL L957, Boeor 1961, Kmts-
LEY 1970).

Weathering of rocks is another source of salt, but is neglected here.
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2. Results

The salt-content in different soil layers in the sebkha of Salr-e Bnr is
shown in Table 1. These values are the means of analyses from the main
sebkha plain. Towards the margin the salt-percentages decrease slightly
and abruptly drop in the hammada-area. It makes almost no difference
in using analytical data of Na+ or of Cl- for calculating NaCl conceming

Table 1 Mean values of salt content in soil-profile in Säb-e BIär (Türän Biosphere
Reserve, NE-Iran) (proil = 1,8 g/cmz)

40 scree, sand,gravel

bl ocs, rock

sebkha-soil layers. However, within the hammada, as in the surface
layers within sebkha, the Na+ content exceeds the Cl-, indicating
other compounds, like carbonates or sulphates. As a mean value for
the sebkha 35 kg NaCl/m2 within the reachable soil layer of 1,6 m
depth is taken for the extrapolating calculation. From the hammada-
area 0,25 kg NaCl/m2 1,6 m layer is taken, this value coming nearest
to the water-soluble amount of NaCl within those hammada soils.

4o

sebkha-area (Halimocnemis pil ifera-desert)

namada-area (Zygophyi lum eurypterum-semidesert)

depth layer
(ctn) (cm)

Na+ cl -
(% of dry matter)

Na' " cl-
( kg,h' I ayer )

o- 1 1

1- 5 4

1o- 2o 1o

3o- 40 lo
5o- 60 10

Bo- 90 1o

loo - 120 2o

l5o - 16o 1o

o,I2 0,o23 | o,o22 o,oo4

o,4o o,42 | 0,29 o,31

o,48 o,5B | 0,86 I,o4
o,49 o,72 | 0,88 1,30

0,48 o,74 | 0,86 1,33

o,5o o,76 | o,9o 1,37

0,55 0,85 I 1,98 3,06

o,5 l o,73 | o,9? 1,31

o - 16o 160 14,4o 2I,o6

36 ,6 34 ,7

1,21 %NaCl

35 k9 NaCl / n' 7,6 m layer

1,4 k9 0,25 kg NaCl
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3. Calculation

The compartments within Sa5-e Biar and their NaCl fluxes are shown
in fig. 2. By definition C is zero, because we are considering a hydro-
graphic closed system, which means steady accumulation of salts and
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A (input by precipitation)
B (input by dust and wind)
C (surface flow)
D (subsoil flow)
E (input by fauna)
F (uptake by vegetation)
G (leaching and mineralization)
H (uptake by fauna)
I (excretion by fauna)
K (flow from hammada to sebkha)
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Fig. 2 Compartmental model of the NaCl balance within Sa!-e BIär / NE-Iran. The

figures within rectangles give standing mass of NaCl expressed in t- The es-

timated or calculated flux rates are:
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only develops in an arid climate. According to Spooxnn (I97 7) at the
Northem borderline of the Turan Biosphere Reserve there is about
200 mm of precipitation per year; at the southern plains (Kavir) less
than 100 mm. For Sahrud there are data of 127 rr:mla. for labas
95 mm/a (see Aora 1960, BRBcnE 1981). If we assume 60 mm/a
for the Salr-e Btar region this total might be somewshat underestimated.

The influx B, salt brought in by wind and dust should be similar to the
efflux, thus B is taken + o. Most salts coming in by precipitation (flux
A, in fig. 2) are sooner or later transported from the hammada area to
the sebkha flat (flux K). The whole area receives about 235 t NaCl
annually (table 2), which is steadily accumulated by run-off within the
sebkha-plain.

At equilibrium flux F and G are equal, the same is due to fluxes H and
I. Assuming an equilibrium with the adjacent areiu influx and efflux of
NaCl by animals (flux E) is equal, thus E = r o. Totally unknown is

Table 2 Calculation of salt- and water-input in assumiug precipitation as main source,
for $ah-e Biär (Thrän Biosphere Reserve, NE-Iran)

hammada-area (Zygophyl lum eurypterum-senidesert)

785 kn? : surface area

6o fim : mean annual preciDitation
47.1oo t H2O : annual input of water on whole area

5 ppm : mean precentage of NaCl in rain water
?3o t NaCl : annual input of salt on whole area

325 ooo t NaCl : standing mass of salt (1,6 m layer)

sebkha-area (Hal imocnemis pil ifera-desert)
14,8 kmt : surface area

6o mrn : annual precipitation
o,88.1o" t HrO : annual input of water by precipitation

5 ppm : nean percentage of NaCi in rain water
4,4 t NaCl : annual inDut of salt

525 ooo t NaCl : standing mass of salt (1,6 m layer)

harmada & sebkha (whole basjn)

235 t NaCl : annual atrnospheric input of NaC'l

B5o ooo t NaCl : whole standino mass of salt

36oo years : necessary input time
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flux D, but because of the same reasons already discussed in context
with the surface flow C, it might assumed that the subsoil flow D is

zero, too.

The calculation shown in table 2 concems the 1,6 m soil layer. The
whole mass of salt amounts to 850 000 t of NaCl, which could be
brought in, if all the preconditions and assumptions mentioned hold
true; the time-span is about 3600 years.

In varying our assumptions we get an idea how the input time varies.
The input time of salt (salt within the 1,6 m soil layer) as a function
of annual precipitation (mm/a) and of percentage of NaCl in rain water
(ppm NaCl) is shown in fig. 3.

103 a

l5

l0

i0 mm /a
60

:" 80
r00

3 t 5 6 7 I 9 tbppmNacr

Fig. 3 Input-time of salt as a function of precipitation-conditions for $alJ-e Bi-ar

hydrotope / NE-Iran;
concerning salt-accumulation of a 1,6 m soil-layer.
For 60 mm annual precipitation with an average of 5 ppm NaCl the salt-
accumulation of a 1,6 m soil layer in the Sä!-e B-rar sebkha would have

taken 3600 years, (marked by x).

t_

!
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Another uncertainty is the quality of soil within the sebkha below 1,6 m.
We assume that the clay body of the sebkha has a depth (h) of 50 m at
the deepest point and the geometrical shape of the basin looks like a
very flat inverted pyramid. The slope angles of the adjacent hammada
area indicate a depth of at least h = 70 m, but the hammada and rock

103 a

60

50

40

30

20

l0

0.,5 1r0 1,5 %NaCt

Fig. 4 Input-time of salt as a function of salt percentage in soil layers below 1,6 m
and of depth of sebkha basin (h). For a maximum depth h = 50 m of sebkha-

basin and 1,2% NaCl in whole profile and same preconditions as in Fig. 3,
the salt-accumulation of whole sebkha in the Säh-e B-rar basin would have
taken 22000 years (marked by x).

surface is certainly not straight and even sloped. If we assume that the
salt percentage in those deeper layers is the same as in the 1,6 m layer
(but see BosBr 1961), we can extrapolate an input time for the whole
amount of salt within the sebkha of about 22 000 years. The input time
of the whole salt as a function of basin depth of sebkha plain and of
NaCl percentage in those deep layers, is shown in fig. 4.
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4. Discussion

Ljlrmatic aridity is the main factor in developing endorheic geomorphol-
ogical features. Change in aridity conditions may strongly affect balance

of a distinct hydrotope (Scnenreu 195S). The small basin of Sat-re Btar
at its western margin is closed only by a relatively low watershed, which
on some maps is wrongly drawn as an outflow. But the watershed is
several meters higher than the sebkha plain, being however a very wide
peneplain. At more humid climatic conditions one can imagine that the
Sab-e Biar basin could have held a lake with an outflow to the west.
This might have been true during former geological ages, but there are
now no terraces all around, which might force that conclusion.

We assume an evaporation capacity of 3000 mm/a nowadays, which
value is reported from Tabas (Bnncrln 1981). According to geometry
and geomorphology of the Sa!-e Btar basin, a lake would be formed,
if there were more than 150 mm of precipitation per year (fig. 5) and
the run-off percentage would be about 40%. From the Negev desert at
similar conditions there are reported run-off percentages of 42% (Evn
NARI & al. L975176\.

run-off

50%

lr0olo

30%

20y.

En 100 r50 mm prcc

Fig. 5 Annual amount of water of sebkha-plain as a function of annual precipita-
tion and of the run-off percentaee of water. A potential evaporation of less

than 3000 mm would lead to formation of a lake, if run-off percentage is

higher than 40Vo and annual precipitation exceeds 150 mm.

v

v
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There is almost no reliable indication on climatic conditions during
the Pleistocene, but it seems reasonable to think of more humid
conditions then especially in the initial phase of the Last Glacial.
This would easily have led to a small lake in the Sab-e Biar region. By
eventual overflow, salinity of the lake would have been low. Thus it
seems possible that salinity of the Sat-r-e Biar sebkha is relatively young
in geological terms, that is late glacial and postglacial.

Certainly one should take the figures given above, as an estimate, there
are too many uncertain assumptions and speculations. But nevertheless
it may give an idea of the length of time necessary for salt accumulation
in arid climates. Certainly one should be very careful in extrapolating
on other hydrotopes without regarding local conditions in detail, but
for some areas it might be a useful approach.
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Postcriptum.
In the meantime we got knowledge of the intensive studies by RUTTNER-KOLISKO,
Their data of ionic content of precipitation (near ground) are extremely high and
reach 1.9 mval Na* in the first hour of rain. After 36h intermittent rain they drop
to 0,2 mval. These data were measured in the mountain range between the Great
Salt Desert (Kavir) and the Stone Desert (Lut). The rain is always loaden with salt
dust derived from the Kavir (RUTTNER-KOLISKO 1966, RUTTNER/RUTTNER-
KOLISKO I972).It can't be said which proportion of the salts is cyclic.

RUTTNER-KOLISKO, A. E., The influence of climatic and edaphic factors on small
astatic waters in the East Persian salt desert, Verh. Internat. Verin, Limnol. -16,
1966.524-531.

RUTTNER,.A" W./RUTTNER-KOLISKO, A. E., Some data on the hydrology of the
Tabas - Shirgesht - Ozbak-Kuh Area (East Iran), Jahrb. Geol. B.-A. 115, 1972,
1-48.


